
New App Support
The Updated Hydrawise App takes Hunter’s Hydrawise irrigation product line in AI world.
The updated app includes many new features and technologies to provide homeowners
and contractors with more information about their irrigation systems.
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Overview

The new look and feel provide a similar experience to other Apps on your Apple or Android
device. The familiar interface, button, swipe, and operation will make it easier for our
customer to understand their irrigation.

 Know what happened from the Home Screen. The 3 Home sections provide you with all
the knowledge you need about your irrigation system.

 Your Notifications

We’ve added more notifications to provide more information in Your Notifications. What are
the most important things you should know, and what actions must you take?

The controller is not connected.
Rain is stopping irrigation for all zones.
The serial number is missing. Your controller is not watering.
The Weather Station XXXXX is not reporting.
Provide summary information.

14 hours and 47 minutes of watering over 7 days, 47% less than normal.
The flowmeter has measured 4,500 gallons (liters) in the last 7 days.

 

Your Zones

Your Zones provides information about each section of your system, including zone name,
number, and picture of the area, and just by tapping a zone picture or icon, you can view

Watering Durations and why it is adjusted.
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https://www.hunterindustries.com/support/hydrawise-app


Flow
Electrical Current

 Forecast & Observations

Forecast & Observations is where we will show you all your weather information.
Providing a forecast for today and the next six days using highly accurate, internet-
sourced local weather data. Our advanced Observations use real weather stations or
our preferred Virtual Weather Station to provide a history of weather at your location.
 Understand the weather, both past and forecasts

A summary of what’s new in the App.

New and updated Wizard to fast-track controller and App setup.

New simple menu structure

New Reports with an overview summary

Your Notifications

20+ new notifications

Your Zones

30+ new icons and watering descriptions to help understand your watering.

Improved Zone cards show more information.

Zone suspension information
Why it did or didn’t water
Watering length
Flow
Current
Swipe left and right for history and future watering.

Forecast & Observations

20 new icons and descriptions for weather forecast and history
Today & 6 day forecast
7 days of weather history

Larger Icon pictures

Zone numbers included on Zone pictures

Program & Zone card improvement
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3-day descriptions: Sun, Mon instead of S,M.
Clear wording and descriptions
 

Actions Replaced remotes

Contact your contractor
Turn controller off
Start Zones
Start programs, Zone Tester
Suspend Zones
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